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Abstract: Xanthomonas arboricola pv. pruni (Xap) causes bacterial spot of stone fruit and almond, an
important plant disease with a high economic impact. Biofilm formation is one of the mechanisms
that microbial communities use to adapt to environmental changes and to survive and colonize
plants. Herein, biofilm formation by Xap was analyzed on abiotic and biotic surfaces using different
microscopy techniques which allowed characterization of the different biofilm stages compared to
the planktonic condition. All Xap strains assayed were able to form real biofilms creating organized
structures comprised by viable cells. Xap in biofilms differentiated from free-living bacteria forming
complex matrix-encased multicellular structures which become surrounded by a network of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS). Moreover, nutrient content of the environment and bacterial
growth have been shown as key factors for biofilm formation and its development. Besides, this is
the first work where different cell structures involved in bacterial attachment and aggregation have
been identified during Xap biofilm progression. Our findings provide insights regarding different
aspects of the biofilm formation of Xap which improve our understanding of the bacterial infection
process occurred in Prunus spp and that may help in future disease control approaches.
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1. Introduction
Xanthomonas is a large genus of Gram-negative bacteria that encompasses species that
cause diseases in plants, including many economically important crops [1,2]. Within the
Xanthomonas genus, many strains infect herbaceous and woody plants [3], with Xanthomonas
arboricola pv. pruni (Xap), causal agent of bacterial spot disease on Prunus spp, being one
of the most important pathovars [4]. Xap is distributed in Asia, Africa, North and South
America, Oceania and Europe, where it has been recently re-classified from quarantinable
to a regulated organism by the European Union [5].
Xap causes damages on leaves, fruit, twigs, branches and trunks of trees [6] and
gradually heavily infected trees become uneconomic because of severe defoliation resulting
in weakened trees and damaged fruit which are often unmarketable. Yield losses of up to
75% have been reported in orchards of peach fruit [7].
Biofilms are structural communities which consist of aggregates of bacterial cells
encompassed by a protective polymeric matrix which facilitates their survival in adverse
environments and plays key roles in infection and host colonization [8,9]. Biofilms are
normally highly hydrated structures containing 73 to 98% extracellular and non-cellular
material in addition to bacterial cells [10]. Multicellular behavior of the biofilms requires a
certain population size and usually quorum sensing type mechanisms [11] which involves
intercellular communication and signal transmission, as well as successful exchange of
genetic information [12]. This information exchange comprises of specific signal molecules
which ensure that the microbial community reacts as a single organism. Biofilm formation
includes attachment and reversible adhesion of planktonic cells to the host surface, which
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turns on an irreversible adhesion followed by formation of a monolayer with extracellular
polymeric substance (EPS) secretion. Finally, biofilm maturation and the development
of a three-dimensional structure occur, and at this point some cells disperse and become
planktonic [13,14].
The ability of microorganisms to form biofilms on biotic and abiotic surface causes
numerous problems in human health [15,16] and in other areas of economic importance,
including agriculture [17–19]. In plants, several bacterial species have been described
to attach to surfaces and form biofilms and such aggregation has been associated with
difficulties in disease management [18,20–22]. Biofilms constitute a protected mode for the
bacteria that allows them to survive in unfriendly environments, often being difficult to
eradicate. Therefore, the need for developing control strategies based on the knowledge of
these structures and the different elements conforming them is paramount [18].
In addition to biofilm formation, early stages of bacterial infection include processes
like chemotaxis, cell motility or quorum sensing activated through sensors and receptors
that detect stimuli and provide the cells with environmental information [23,24]. Bacterial appendages such as surface projections, flagella and pili, participate in reversible
or non-reversible attachment, aggregation, and motility, which is also linked to biofilm
formation [25]. Modulation of EPS production, associated with biofilms, is an adaptive
mechanism that enables survival under stressful conditions. EPS provides stability and
protects cells from antibacterial agents and damaging environmental factors, fixes the
bacterial cells and is involved in recognition functions [26,27]. Moreover, hydrodynamics,
nutrient concentration, carbon source, genetics, and quorum sensing have been identified
as factors influencing biofilm architecture [28–30]. The presence of numerous, extensive
membrane structures is another characteristic of bacteria in planktonic and biofilm conditions [31]. These structures mediate bacterial envelope stress, survival, colonization,
biofilm nucleation and maintenance, virulence and transformation [32]. Xap is able to multiply epiphytically on leaf surfaces and forms biofilms that assist in the infection process.
Moreover, ability of Xap to aggregate in host and non-host plants, has been compared with
other xanthomonads causing similar symptoms in citrus [33,34].
Although the ability to form biofilm is a common attribute of bacteria, the mechanisms
underlying this characteristic may vary depending on the species or even among specific
strains and also according to the environment the cells occupy [35].
In this work, biofilm formation by Xap has been studied taking in account the nutrient
content, the environment, and the population size on bacterial aggregation. Biofilms were
analyzed using microscopy techniques which have allowed a detailed examination of the
components involved in the formation of structures which enable the bacteria to adapt and
response to stress.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Bacterial Strains and Media
The Xap strains used in this study were CITA 33 isolated from Prunus amygdalus
cv. Guara, IVIA 2626-1 from Prunus salicina cv. Fortuna, IVIA 2832-10b from P. salicina
cv. Angeleno, and IVIA 3161-2 from Prunus amygdalus cv Rumbeta. These strains were
all isolated in Spain and selected according to the host and on the basis of the different
phenotypic features described in previous work [36].
All strains were grown at 27 ◦ C for 72 h in Luria Bertani (LB) broth (10 g L−1 tryptone,
−
5 g L 1 yeast extract and 5 g L−1 sodium chloride) used as a common nutritional medium or
on agar plates of LB (1.5% agar). Other culture media assayed were PYM (5 g L−1 peptone,
3 g L−1 yeast, 3 g L−1 malt extract, 55 mM glucose), MMA (40 mM K2 HPO4 , 22 mM
KH2 PO4 , 0.4 mM MgSO4 7H2 O, 7 mM (NH4 )2SO4 , 2 mM sodium citrate, 22 mM glycerine),
M9 (2 mL MgSO4 1 M, 20% glucose, 1 M CaCl2 , 200 mL of a solution contained 0.2 M
Na2 HPO4 , 0.086 M KH2 PO4 , 0.04 M NaCl and 0.093 M NH4 Cl) and XVM2 (20 mM NaCl,
10 mM (NH4 )2 SO4 , 5 mM MgSO4 , 0,5 mM CaCl2 , 0.16 mM KH2 PO4 , 0.32 mM K2 HPO4 ,
0.01 mM FeSO4 , 10 mM fructose, 10 mM sucrose, 0.03% casamino acids), a culture medium
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that mimics apoplastic conditions [37]. LB agar was supplemented with cycloheximide 2%
(w/v) in assays with plant material.
2.2. Growth of Xap Strains in Culture Media with Different Composition
Overnight bacterial cultures were centrifuged 15 min at 4000 rpm and washed twice
with the same volume of 10 mM MgCl2 . The bacterial pellet was finally suspended in
LB, PYM, MMA, M9 or XVM2 media with a final concentration of 0.05 OD600 . 300 µL of
bacterial suspension were deposited into each well of a 100-well microplate (Oy Growth
Curves Ab LTD, Turku, Finland). The growth rate of the Xap strains was measured in a
Bioscreen C apparatus (Oy Growth Curves Ab LTD, Turku, Finland) at 27 ◦ C, low speed
and setting for 47 h with reads each hour at 600 nm. Three independent assays were
performed, each including four replicates per culture. Areas under growth curves were
calculated from OD (Optical Density) measurements at 600 nm.
2.3. Biofilm Formation and Quantification
Bacterial adhesion and biofilm formation were measured using a polypropylene
96-well plate assay as previously described [20,38]. 150 µL of an overnight bacterial suspension, processed as described above, were deposited into each well and incubated at 27 ◦ C
under static or shaking conditions for the time indicated in each plot. After this incubation
time, the medium from the static cultures was carefully removed by micropipetting and
deposited bacteria were incubated for an additional 72 h at 27 ◦ C in static conditions (dry
conditions in order to mimic early bacterial colonization of surfaces). Cell adhesion to the
well surface was estimated spectrophotometrically by staining the adhered bacteria with
crystal violet (CV, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). Briefly, wells were carefully rinsed
with sterile distilled water (SDW) and stained with 0.3% CV for 15 min. Excess stain was
removed and the wells rinsed again with SDW. The remaining CV was solubilized by the
addition of 150 µL of 20:80 acetone:ethanol and quantified using a microplate reader at
570 nm (Labsystems Multiskan RC spectrophotometer, Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA). Absorption values for each strain were calculated as the means of three readings
of five wells from three independent assays. For each well the blank absorbance, without
inoculum, was subtracted.
2.4. Statistical Analysis
Growth and biofilm data were analyzed using Statgraphics Centurion XVI.II version
16.2.04. The means were compared by analysis of variance (ANOVA) according to StudentNewman-Keuls (SNK) multiple range test. p = 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
2.5. Survival Assay In Vitro and “Ex Vivo”
Two assays were carried out to assess biofilm viability in vitro. First, viability of the
aggregates was evaluated on LB culture plates. Xap 48 h mature biofilms, generated as
described above, were removed from the polypropylene 96-well plates by adding 100 µL of
SDW to each well containing Xap aggregates. These suspensions were plated onto LB petri
dishes and after 2–3 days incubation at 27 ◦ C, Xap-like colonies were recorded. Second,
cellular respiration was assessed to confirm the viability of aggregates by alamarBlue
(Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc. Hercules, CA, USA). 72 h after medium removal from the
polypropylene 96-well plates, 100 µL of SDW and 10 µL of alamarBlue reagent were added
to each well containing Xap aggregates. The samples were incubated in darkness at 27 ◦ C
and those that turned from blue to pink were considered positive as respiration activity
was detected. Both assays were repeated twice.
To verify Xap survival on leaf surface, an assay was performed on young detached
leaves of different Prunus species: apricot (cv. Canino), peach (cv. Calanda) European plum
(cv. Golden Japan) and almond (cv. Ferraduel). Leaves were washed three times in SDW
and surface sterilized with 70% ethanol and 0.5% sodium hypochlorite. Then, the leaves
were rinsed three times with SDW and dried in a hood. Eight leaves per host were selected
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and inoculated with CITA 33 strain; sterilized leaf undersides were inoculated using a
cotton swab impregnated with 10 mM MgCl2 (control) or with a bacterial suspension of
CITA 33 in MgCl2 adjusted to 0.1 OD600 . Inoculated and control leaves were deposited
by the upper side onto agar-water (0.5%) petri dishes and incubated in a grow chamber
at 27 ◦ C, 80% HR with cycles of light of 12 h. Moreover, at 4, 10, 17, and 25 days postinoculation (dpi), the underside leaves were incubated on LB agar plates supplemented
with cycloheximide. Three days later, Xap colonies which appeared on the plates from
infected leaves were recorded. The assay was repeated once.
2.6. Visualization of Biofilm Progression and Structures Involved
Strains were grown onto inert surfaces as previously described. To visualize the
different structures involved in aggregation and biofilms, different microscopy techniques
were used.
Glass slides or copper grids (Formvar/carbon coated-copper 400 mesh) were impregnated directly with CITA 33 grown on LB petri dishes or 20 µL of CITA 33 suspension was
deposited on them. Both preparations were incubated in a sterilized humidity chamber.
For biofilm formation, initial cultures were removed and the slides or grids incubated
under static conditions at 27 ◦ C for an additional time according to the plot.
The biofilm structure formed on the glass slide was stained with 15 µL of 1% w/v
crystal violet [39] and analyzed under light microscopy with a Leica DMR modular stereo
microscope equipped with a Leica DC 500 camera and Leica IM500 version 1.2 software for
image acquisition (Leica microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). The planktonic bacteria assay
was evaluated as above for biofilms but without the culture medium removal step.
Biofilm architecture in different media was also visualized by a confocal laser scanning
microscopy (CLSM, model TCS-NT; Leica, Germany). Samples of strain CITA33 grown
in LB or XVM2 media and adhered to glass slides were stained with SYTO 9 following
manufacturer’s instructions (Life Technologies, Eugene, OR, USA). Images were acquired
with an excitation/emission light of 485/498 nm, 40× objective lens and processed using
Adobe PhotoShop 6 software (Adobe, Mountain View, CA, USA).
Ultrastructural analysis was performed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
to reveal the cell interaction traits. CITA 33 grown on LB petri dishes or 20 µL from CITA
33 suspensions were deposited on Copper grids (Formvar/carbon coated-copper 400 mesh)
following the protocol described above. For negative staining, 5 µL of 1% of uranyl acetate
were added onto the sample for 1 min and air dried in a hood. Images were visualized
and recorded in a JEOL JEM 1010 at 100 kV with a BL6 thermionic electron tube and a
megaview II camera, with a resolution between points of 0.35 nm (National Centre of
Electron Microscopy, ITCS-CNME, Madrid, Spain).
Analysis of Xap on biological surfaces was achieved by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). Leaves and fruit from apricot, peach, plum, and almond previously sterilized were
inoculated with strain CITA 33 as described above. Pieces of inoculated leaves or the
fruit rind (<6 mm) were fixed in 3% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M KPO4 buffer, then post-fixed
in 2% OsO4 in 0.1 M KPO4 buffer. After washing with SDW, samples were dehydrated
by increasing concentrations of ethanol and critical point dried with CO2 . The samples
were mounted on metal stubs and coated in gold/palladium. Samples were examined in
a JSM 6400 microscope at 25 kV (National Centre of Electron Microscopy, ITCS-CNME,
Madrid, Spain).
3. Results
3.1. Xanthomonas Arboricola pv. Pruni Growth in Different Conditions
The study was initially focused on the influence of bacterial growth on bacterial
aggregation and biofilm formation in different nutrient conditions.
Growth of several Xap strains was analyzed in culture media with different nutrient
content: LB and PYM with a high nutrient content, MMA and M9 minimum media with
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respiration. As shown in Figure 2c, cells recovered from 48 h mature biofilm grew in
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After 24 h growth under shaking, Xap formed cellular chains composed by aligned
cells (Figure 3a: a1) in addition to small bacterial aggregates surrounded by a slight EPSlike matrix (Figure 3a: a2 and Figure S1: a, b, red arrows). After 72 h growth, some cells
remained solitaires or forming lines (Figure 3a: a3, a4 and Figure S1: c, d), but small clusters
were more profuse and the matrix more abundant.
Figure 3a: a5 to a10 and Figure S1: e to j show the progression from early stage of
bacterial aggregation to mature biofilm after medium removal. Xap showed a clearly
defined structure with masses of cells in a honeycomb configuration (Figure 3a: a5, a7 and
Figure S1: e, i). Bacterial lines were observed, being more abundant and thicker 72 h in
dry condition (Figure 3a: a9 and Figure S1: j). Moreover, at this time, a dense aggregation
encompassed by cellular multilayers was shown (Figure 3a: a10). The staining of clumped
cells, in dark blue, was observed at early (24 h) and at medium (48 h) stage of biofilm
maturation (Figure S1: f, h). A matrix was shown in every step of the maturation process,
being denser at longer during biofilm maturation. This matrix material seemed to serve as
the skeleton of biofilm structure (Figure 3a: a6, a8 and Figure S1: g) where bacterial cluster
trapped in voids were encompassed (Figure 3a: a7, a8 and Figure S1: j, blue arrows). When
the study was performed without medium elimination (Figure 3a: a11, a12 and Figure S1:
k, l), the aggregation was less dense, but still structured with production of matrix material
and fibers (Figure 3a: a11, yellow arrows).
When the different structures were analyzed by CLSM in liquid media, planktonic cells
were mainly solitary either in LB or XVM2 media (Figure 3b: b1, b2). 48 h mature biofilm
in LB exhibited, in addition to dispersed cells, a compacted and defined structure (Figure
3b: b3). When the medium was XVM2 that mimics the apoplastic condition, dispersed cells
prevailed, but an initial biofilm structure was also detected (Figure 3b: b4, red arrows). A
highly dense structure was observed in LB medium with few dispersed cells 72 h after
medium removal (Figure 3b: b5). In XVM2, a structure less condensed than in LB was
recorded in addition to dispersed cells (Figure 3b: b6).
Ultrastructural analysis by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) revealed details
of Xap aggregation on LB plates, at planktonic and biofilm stages (Figure 4).
Xap assembled in an organized structure (Figure 4: a1, c1 and Figure S2: a1, b3, c1) and
a cellular tapestry was predominant in the structure after 72 h biofilm maturation (Figure
4: c3 and Figure S2: c2, c3). Clusters of amorphous, deformed and intimately joined cells
surrounded by EPS preserving the honeycomb structure were recorded at 24 h and 48 h
of aggregation in static conditions (Figure 4: c1 and Figure S2: c1). In addition to cellular
clusters submitting larger bunches and branched fibers connecting bacterial groups (Figure
4: b2, c2), thin fibers that serve as bacterial support, connecting and covering cells (Figure
4: a2 and Figure S2: a1, b3), and individual fibers emission were visualized (Figure 4: a3,
b1, b3 and Figure S2: a2, b1, b2, b3). Vesicles-like particles production from the cell (green
arrows), in addition to tiny spherical particles (red arrows), were also observed (Figure 4:
a3, b3 and Figure S2: a2, a3). No observable difference was recorded from 24 h to 72 h of
aggregation in shaking conditions. In all circumstances, Xap presented cells with different
sizes and dividing cells.
Detailed study of cellular features and connections of Xap at different growth conditions are shown in Figure 5.
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ecules released by the bacteria [45,46], the hydrophobicity of the surface [14,47,48], and
the deposition of other bacteria which multiply and promote an increase in biomass. All
environmental surroundings [49] that may attract the cells to adhere to a surface, favoring
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Xap strains evaluated were able to form real biofilms as revealed by aggregation and
viability assays. In our study, the influence of the bacterial population level achieved
under different nutrient conditions was tested on biofilm formation. Higher aggregation
was observed in a high nutrient content environment, in agreement with that found in
Pseudomonas [48], but contrary to what occurs in Xanthomonas citri subsp. citri (Xcc) that
stimulated aggregation and biofilms in an apoplastic-like environment [20]. This different
behavior between Xcc and Xap could be related to their different infection modes and the
distinct biofilm role on it. Biofilms in Xap seems to be a priority to establish and colonize
the host in its epiphytic phase but inside the plant, within the apoplast, may not be as
crucial as in Xcc [34]. To refine the understanding of the plant-Xap interaction it is needed
to go further performing new studies on other nutritional conditions or including different
parts of the plants.
In Pseudomonas fluorescens, adhesion occurs through proteins at the cell polar region
(CPR) and the formation of a cell monolayer involved cell fission, cell separation, lateral
movement of the new cell apices, and sliding of these apices past one another [23]. In
our study, cells were orientated by their polar region (apical links) and long queues of
Xap cells were shown either in planktonic or biofilm states. TEM images suggest that the
initial reversible cell adhesion could be mediated by fimbria pili structures in additions to
other types of appendages, mainly located at the CPR. Moreover, cells sharing cytoplasmic
substance with different densities inside the cell were recorded in Xap. This feature could
be related with a major biofilm compaction and bacterial communication in order to achieve
better community survival. As far as we know, this is the first work where apical links and
cytoplasmic rearrangement have been observed in the genus Xanthomonas.
The production of EPS matrix has been related with the promotion of cell aggregation [50], being a critical step for the multicellular assembly, the spatial and temporal
distribution of different matrix constituents during cell adhesion and during biofilm maturation [14]. In our work, we recorded Xap producing EPS matrix at the very early stages
of culture, progressing during biofilm development to cover the cells, both in abiotic and
biotic conditions. The microscopy analyses support Xap biofilm architecture changes depending on the culture medium, being less dense structures in XVM2 than LB medium.
This modification of biofilm architecture, related with changes in habitats, has already been
demonstrated in different bacteria [51–53]
Clusters have been defined as main units of the biofilm architecture [54]. Herein,
small clusters that might contribute to the monolayer structure that progress to a compact
multilayer structure, were identified. Janissen et al. [14] confirmed bacterial clusters and
their gradual interconnection increases due to a dramatic phenotypic change consisting
of an elongation of a few cells located at cluster boundaries. These changes in cellular
size have been also described in other bacterial genera [47,55,56]. In our study, elongated
cells of Xap and cells with different sizes were shown in planktonic and biofilm stages.
Moreover, it is remarkable the presence of elongated cells and EPS matrix on the surface of
the Prunus species often resulting in collapsing stomata. We hypothesize that the existence
of diverse cell morphologies may be related with their different roles into the community
at different bacterial stages.
Production of fibrillar material connecting or not the neighboring was observed [40,57].
Serra et al. [58] described that Escherichia coli may produce two types of fibers during biofilm
formation, flagella and curli. Diverse amyloid fibers produced by different bacterial and
some of them identified as bacteriophages sequesters have been also described [59]. Moreover, the curli assembly was associated with spherical particles such as outer membrane
lipoproteins [60]. In our studies, Xap cells exhibited diverse fibrillar material connecting cells in association with tiny spherical particles. These structures were noted at the
planktonic stage and on biotic surfaces, but they were not as abundant at the biofilm stage.
Further studies are needed to characterize the nature of these fibers in order to determine
their different roles in the infection process.
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Rigano et al. [61] demonstrated that Xcc formed a tight structure packed in hexagonal
arrays separated by water-filled channels. These channels and biofilm porosity might
facilitate the distribution of nutrients, oxygen, water and detritus flux throughout the
biofilm [10,62]. Lawrence et al. [63] described types of motility for surface colonization
different from gliding or flagellar motility, such as packing, spreading, shedding, and
rolling maneuvers associated with the formation of microcolonies with spaces in their
structure. Davey et al. [11] and Webb et al. [64], demonstrated that water channels in
P. aeruginosa microcolonies were actively maintained by the quorum-sensing-controlled
production of rhamnolipid surfactants. We hypothesize that Xap honeycomb structure
shown in our work, could be the result of an EPS preformed complex and the specific
cellular movement and site rearrangements that arise in a highly porous structure allowing
better inter and intra cellular cooperation.
In biofilms some cells have an “altruist” behavior that lead to an increase in the fitness of the group [54,65]. This “altruist” behavior may be a consequence of an autolysis
mechanism [66]. In other bacterial models endolysins produced by bacteriophages have
been related to cell lysis with liberation of the cytosolic content [67,68]. In this study,
we have observed broken bacterial cells releasing internal material, including, particles
compatible with phages that may produce this cell lysis. Phages have been previously described in Xap and even used in biocontrol strategies for bacterial spot of stone fruit [69,70]
and we hypothesize that might play a role in Xap biofilm formation contributing to this
“altruist” behavior.
The presence of membrane structures is another characteristic of biofilms, these are
associated with different production pathways [71] such as cell lysis, budding of LPScontaining outer membrane and cytoplasmic membrane origin connected with filamentous
structures [72]. Bacterial extracellular vesicles (EV) are described to be heterogeneous in
population and size as well as presenting different density, cargo content and variable
production and distribution according to the physiological stage [73]. These vesicles
may play key roles in multiple signaling pathways which start by their fusion with the
plasma membrane to discharge their contents into the target cells [74]. They were also
associated with defense mechanisms against phages [75]. Turnbull et al. [67] demonstrated
that membrane vesicles (MV), derived from shattered membrane fragments produced as
consequence of cell explosion, were formed via the curling and self-annealing of theses
membrane fragments. In our study, we have recorded different sizes of putative vesicles
grouped or associated with fibers in planktonic and static conditions. Other structures
implicated in Xap biofilm formation and observed/described here were circular and
grouped membranes that may serve as a source of future vesicles, play a chemotaxis role
or be a nutrient source for the bacterial population.
Biofilms stabilize bacterial colonization on the plant and provides protection from
different stresses, and moreover participates in the virulence process [18]. Effective management of the biofilms is therefore a crucial challenge for bacterial control. This is the first
study where different structures involved in biofilms have been identified in the genus
Xanthomonas (Summarized in Table S1); this knowledge is essential in order to develop new
control strategies for important diseases they cause, such as bacterial spot of stone fruit.
5. Conclusions
Xap is able to adhere to both biotic and abiotic substrates, eventually forming biofilms
on them. During the biofilm formation, dense packing of the cells in a biofilm is accompanied by changes in cell shape and ultrastructural organization that may result in the bacteria
adapting to the environment. Biofilm structure is formed a few days post-inoculation prior
to the appearance of symptoms and may have important implications for disease control.
To our knowledge, this is the first report about the structure, formation, and biofilm maturation of Xap and allows a deeper knowledge about the structures involved in biofilm
formation of this plant pathogenic bacteria. This information is necessary in order to
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develop novel and specific control methods for this important bacterial disease of Prunus
spp. such the bacterial spot of stone fruit and almond.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2073-4
395/11/3/546/s1, Figure S1. Optical microscopy of morphological features of CITA 33 strain in
LB medium. Samples were stained with crystal violet at different stages: 24 h of bacteria growth
in shaking conditions (a, b), 72 h of bacteria growth in shaking conditions (c, d4), 24 h of biofilm
maturation in dry conditions (e, f), 48 h of biofilm maturation in dry conditions (g, h), 72 h of biofilm
maturation in dry conditions (i to j), 72 h of biofilm maturation without medium elimination (k,l).
Figure S2. Ultrastructural analysis by TEM of the aggregation of CITA 33 strain in LB medium on
petri plate in static conditions at 72 h growth (a1 to a3). Progression of planktonic cells in LB liquid
culture at 24 h (b1, b2) and 72 h growth (b3). 24 h (c1) and 72 h (c2, c3) mature biofilm. Figure S3.
TEM analysis of cellular feature of CITA 33 cells in LB medium. On petri plate in static conditions at
24 h (a1) and 72 h (a2, a4) of growth. Planktonic cells in liquid culture at 72 h (b1 to b3) of growth.
24 h (c1, c2) and 48 h (c3, c4) mature biofilm. Figure S4. Structures recorded by TEM at planktonic
stage and during CITA 33 biofilm progress. Putative vesicles (a1, a2), membranes (b1, b2), fibers
feature (c), EPS feature (d), broken cells (e). Table S1. Main structures found in the different bacterial
stages over the length of the study.
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